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Abstract 

Plasmas exhibiting the "fishbone" instability studied on the PBX-M tokamak show a 

distinct relationship between the plasma shape, the internal magnetic structure, and the 

presence or absence of fast ion losses normally associated with the fishbone mode. We 

have, for the first time, carried out measurements of the magnetic safety factor profile 

in fishbone-unstable plasmas, and used the knowledge of the associated experimental 

equilibria to compare the stability and fast ion loss properties of these plasmap with 

experimental observations. 
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The use of auxiliary heating to achieve high temperatures in tokamak plasmas has 

led to the observation of a class of instabilities not fully described by simple magnetohy-

drodynamic (MHD) fluid theory,1 where kinetic effects associated with the high energy 

particles in the plasma play an essential role. One such instability is the "fishbone" mode, 

which was first observed on the PDX tokamak 2 during high power, near-perpendicular 

neutral beam injection (NBI). The large-amplitude MHD fluctuations characteristic of 

the mode were associated with greatly enhanced losses of the energetic beam ions near 

the NBI energy, degrading the efficiency of plasma heating and limiting the attainable 

/3 (= giP)a„) values.3 The MHD activity indicated that the poloidal and toroidal mode 

structure of the instability is m/n = 1/1 in the plasma core, with a spectrum of modes 

with m > 2 nearer the plasma edge. The modes rotate toroidally at approximately the 

precession rate of the trapped beam ions. 

Fishbones have been attributed to a resonance between a population of high energy, 

toroidally precessing ions and an unstable (or marginally stable) internal kink mode, 4" 7 or 

alternatively, a coupling of the hot ions, through viscous damping in the bulk plasma, to 

an MHD mode at the ion diamagnetic drift frequency of the thermal ions. 8 The relatively 

cold background plasma is described by an MHD model. The stability analysis is done 

via the energy principle.1 The procedure is to add to the contribution of SWMHD from 

the background plasma terms due to the kinetic, SW^, and inertial, 6[, terms, leading to 

a variational dispersion relation, 7 

D(t) = SWMHD + 6Wk + 6, = 0. (1) 
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In this dispersion relation, the inertial term resolves the singularity in the displacement 

£(r) at the ^{r,) = mjn = 1 rational surface, and its contribution is important only 

in this vicinity. The kinetic term arises from the hot trapped particle population. The 

size of this population is characterized by the hot particle beta, /?&. For even modest 

values of f3h (~ 1Q - 3), the 8Wk term can destabilize a marginally stable internal kink 

mode (SWMHD>,Q). The resulting mode has a frequency w ~ wj, where wj is the toroidal 

precession frequency of the hot trapped particles, wj ~ E^q/mrM!. Such a mode is 

observed experimentally.9 

The onset conditions for the fishbone mode have been calculated for a slowing-down 

distribution of hot particles produced by NBI.7 The threshold condition corresponding 

to the fishbone modes observed on PDX, PBX, and PBX-M is found to be 

ft - <W d> o\ 
XUA 

where 

WA = 7u^' ( 3 ) 

is the shear Alfven frequency evaluated at q{r,) — 1, and r,q' is the magnetic shear at 

the rational surface.10 

Part of the dependence of the instability on the safety factor q can be seen clearly 

from the expressions for (wj), UJA, and 0crit,h- In addition, the mode structure depends on 

the radial location of the rational surfaces; a measurement of q(r) would provide impor

tant confirmation of the mode/hot-ion resonance model. To date, such measurements 



have not been made routinely and have never been made in plasmas exhibiting fishbones. 

Using the neutral probe beam q profile diagnostic available on PBX-M, we have obtained 

the necessary information to compute a plasma equilibrium that accurately models the * 

experiment. We can use this to determine the plasma's stability, and study the predicted 

dependence of mode/hot-ion resonances such as those associated with the fishbone in

stability. This paper describes experiments in which the fishbone mode was excited and 

measured on PBX-M and q profile and fast ion measurements were made. These ex

periments provide the first comparison between the theoretically predicted dependence 

of the mode on the internal magnetic structure of the plasma and actual experimental 

measuremerts of q{r) made by using motional Stark effect polarimetry." 

The fishbone experiments were conducted in low field, low current, bean-shaped plas

ma. . At 400 ms into the discharge, the plasma shape relaxed from a bean-shaped condi- « 

tion, with elongated internal flux surfaces, to a more D-shaped condition, with relatively 

circular internal surfaces. At the time of the relaxation, the amplitude of the fast ion 

losses—as seen by a perpendicularly viewing, multichannel, charge exchange analyzer 

(FIDE) 1 2—increased sharply. Figure 1 shows the Mirnov loop signal from a coil on the 

outboard midplane and the fast ion signal seen by the FIDE analyzer near the NBI en

ergy for the earlier bean-shaped, fast ion loss-free phase. Coherent fishbone oscillations 

are clearly seen on the Mirnov trace, but we see no evidence of fast ion losses associated 

with these fishbones. 
i 

Figure 2, similar to Fig. 1, shows the signal from the midplane Mirnov loop and the 
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perpendicular fast ion losses seen by the FIDE analyzer during the later D-shaped, fast 

ion loss phase. As in the early, fast ion loss-free phase, coherent fishbone oscillations are 

clearly seen on the Mirnov trace. However, there are now also coherent bursts of fast ion 

losses associated with the fishbones. The similarity in the Mirnov data and in the basic 

plasma conditions (low density, high-0, high-/3p) indicates that during both the early and 

late phases, conditions are such that an MHD fishbone mode is destabilized; however, 

differences in the plasma equilibrium have developed during the relaxation at t = 400 ms 

causing the observed change in the fast ion loss behavior. 

To determine the q(r) profile during each phase, two magnetic field pitch angle (7P) 

measurements were made with the motional Stark effect (MSB) polarimeter. 1 3 The q(i/>) 

and q(r) profiles obtained from the *yp data 1 4 for the early (fast ion loss-free) phase and 

the late phase are shown in Fig. 3. Comparing these results, we begin to see the changes 

in the equilibrium that we believe are responsible for the differences in the observed fast 

ion losses. At the late time, the q(r) [and q{4>)) profile becomes broader. In particular, 

the radius of the q = 1 surface increases. The q(i{>) profile shows this more clearly, 

since the motion of the magnetic axis RQ is suppressed by the use of the flux jp as the 

independent variable. 

During the course of our studies, several plasma discharges were observed that showed 

considerably enhanced fast ion losses during the late phase of the discharge. The strength 

of these losses increased by roughly a factor of five over the previously described losses. 

The Mirnov data suggest that, for these enhanced loss cases, a similar mode/hot-ion 
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resonance is present in the core, but again the details of the equilibrium determine the 

degree of fast ions losses. To understand this, the MSE 7 P (r) data were used in an 

equilibrium reconstruction for one of the enhanced loss shots. The q(4>) and q[r) profiles 

for the enhanced loss case are substantially broader and more U-shaped than in the 

conventional late case. This observation is consistent with the difference in the q profile 

between the conventional, fast ion loss-free early phase and the fast ion loss late phase. 

The observations indicate that the q profile broadens and flattens, and as the radius 

of the 9 = 1 surface increases, the strength of the fast ion losses associated with the 

fishbones rises accordingly. 

We compared these results with the fast ion losses predicted by the White-Chen fish

bone model by using the guiding center code ORBIT, developed by White and Chance. 1 5 

The code studies the fast ion losses resulting from a perturbation of the axisymmetric 

equilibrium magnetic field due to the MHD modes of the mode/hot-ion resonance. Pre

vious fast ion loss studies employing ORBIT have used analytic equilibria, or numerical 

equilibria in which one or more of the quantities p(^) , <?(V0i or g{$) had an assumed ana

lytic form. 4 , 1 5 With the magnetic pitch angle data from our fishbone experiments and the 

resulting equilibrium reconstructions they provide, we have for the first time compared 

the predictions of the White-Chen model for fast ion losses with the observed losses and 

accurate equilibrium information in each of our experimental conditions. 

The fast ion loss calculations made by using ORBIT require the equilibrium informa

tion discussed above as well as amplitudes of eacli poloidal and toroidal (m, n) component 
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of the MHD activity. To obtain the amplitudes of each (m, n) component, we incorpo

rated both our measured Mirnov data and stability results from the PEST ideal MHD 

stability code. 1 6 Using PEST, we found that the fast ion loss-free phase of the shaped, 

fishboning plasmas was unstable to the interna] kink. From this analysis, we determined 

the maximum amplitude of each (m, n) mode measured at the plasma edge. For the late, 

fast ion loss phase of the shaped, iishboning plasmas, we carried out stability analyses for 

both the conventional and enhanced loss cases. The PEST results for each case indicate 

that the plasmas were unstable to the internal kink as in the earlier time. The broad, 

flat q profile in the later cases, however, leads to a significantly larger radial extent for 

the internal kink activity. 

The predominant MHD modes found by using PEST and our Mirnov measurements 

for the early and late phases were quite similar: the basic character of the MHD activity 

seen in the Mirnov data was essentially unchanged by the shape relaxation at t = 4fi0 ms, 

the mode analysis of the Mirnov data showed that the predominant (m,n) contributions 

to the MHD activity at the early and late times were m = 1, n = 1 and m = 2, n = 1, 

and the frequencies at the early and late times differed only slightly. However, the fast 

ion behavior for each phase was quite different. These results indicate that the basic 

fluid stability conditions for driving fishbones exist in the core at both the early and late 

times. 

Because the fluid stability for both the fast ion loss-free phase and the fast ion loss 

phase were the same, we next examined the kinetic stability properties of each time, using 
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the kinetic dispersion relation solver CHEN, 7 developed by VVhite and Chen and modified 

for this work to allow more accurate reconstruction of the experimentally determined 

q profile. Each of our cases was found to be unstable to the fishbone mode according 

to these calculations. The differences in measured fast ion losses are thus due neither 

to gross differences in MHD behavior nor in kinetic stability. Rather, the relationship 

between the internal profiles and the fast ion drifts associated with the mode must explain 

the difference in behavior. 

To verify this relationship, we used our experimental equilibria, the measured neu

tral beam parameters, and the MHD mode amplitudes described above to obtain the 

calculated fast ion losses with the ORBIT code. Table I summarizes the observed and 

calculated mode properties for the fishbone observations in each of our three cases. The 

fraction of beam particles that are trapped is obtained from the ORBIT calculation. The t 

shear Alfven frequency, U/A, is found using Eq. (3) and the equilibrium results fcr each 

case. The average precession rate for the trapped particles, (wa), is obtained from o RBIT . 

The critical hot particle /?, &,,(,;,, is given by Eq. (2), using the values for (wj) and w,< 

discussed above. Finally, the mode frequency is equal to (u>i}/2ff. The observed and 

calculated mode frequencies are in agreement. Note that the fishbone threshold suggests 

that the early, fast ion loss-free case is at least as unstable as the later times. The fraction 

of fast ions trapped within the kink resonance at <j = 1 seems to confirm the relationship * 

between q profile shape and observed losses. 

The results of our ORBIT calculations for the fast ion losses predicted for each of our 
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cases are shown in Figure 4. The plots show the energy distribution of exiting particles 

for the early, late, and enhanced loss cases. From the figure, we see that the magnitude 

of fast ion losses in the conventional late case is about seven times greater than in the 

early case. This agrees with our experimental observations, where in the early case, we 

could discevn no fast ion losses above the noise. The magnitude of the fast ion losses for 

the enhanced loss case shows an increase of two to three over the conventional late case. 

Comparing the relative amplitude of the losses for the conventional and enhanced loss 

cases, we find that our results obtained from the White-Chen model substantially agree 

with the experimentally observed variation in fast ion losses. 

We have observed that in plasmas exhibiting the fishbone instability, the details of the 

equilibria—related in our case to the plasma shape and q profile—can greatly affect the 

observed fast ion losses. While our results suggest that plasmas of different shapes may 

not differ in their stability against fishbone modes, the influence of shape on the details 

of the equilibrium profiles can affect the fast ion losses associated with these fishbones. 

This can have important implications in the operation of a burning plasma experiment 

or a fusion test reactor, in which the loss of high energy particles, either from auxiliary 

heating or from fusion products themselves, could greatly affect the performance of the 

device.17 
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Figures 

FIG. 1. The midplane Mirnov coil and perpendicular fast ion (FI) loss data for the fast 

ion loss-free phase of the shaped, fishboning plasma case. 

FIG. 2. The midplane Mirnov and FI loss data for the late, fast ion loss phase of the 

shaped, fishboning plasma case. The figure shows a series of fishbone oscillations, 

including the coherent fast ion losses that appear at the late time. 

FIG. 3. A comparison between the q(i}>) and q(r) profiles for the early and late phases 

of the shaped, fishboning plasmas. 

FIG. 4. The energy distribution of the predicted fast ion losses for each of our shaped, 

fishboning plasma cases. The magnitude of the losses for each case are in good 

agreement with the experimental observations. 
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Tables 

TABLE I. A summary of the observed and calculated fishbone properties for each phase 

of our shaped, fishboning plasmas. 
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Mode characteristics Early Late Enhanced Loss 

Observed mode frequency (kHz) 1 5 - 2 5 1 0 - 2 0 1 0 - 2 0 

Fraction of beam trapped (%) 64 82 79 

Fraction of beam trapped, q < 1 {%) 8 21 42 

Shear AlfVen, ^ ( s e c - 1 ) 3.8 x 10 6 2.6 x 10 6 1.8 x 106 

Precession rate (wj)(sec" 1) 8.8 x 10 4 9.3 x 10" 1.0 x 105 

Fishbone threshold, 0h,erii 7.4 x 10" 3 1.1 x lO" 2 1.8 x l O " 2 

Calculated mode frequency (kHz) 14 15 IS 
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